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ESSAYS

Mary Barnard Meeting Marianne 13/1:96
Sven Birkerts Walter Benjamin, Flâneur: A Flanerie 13/3-4:164
Clark Blaise Tenants of Unhousing 13/2:83
J. Roger Dane The Poetry of Handspring 13/3-4:53
Margaret Dickie Sylvia Plath’s Narrative Strategies 13/2:1
Donald Justice Notes of an Outsider 13/3-4:43
Berel Lang Family Faces 13/3-4:141
Stephen Menick Roland Barthes—A Reminiscence 13/3-4:134
Richard Moore Seven Types of Accuracy 13/3-4:152
Tom Quinn My Son Meets the Hibakusha 13/3-4:180

FICTION

Maxine Chernoff That Summer 13/3-4:13
Rosanne Coggeshall Ellen at Night 13/3-4:1
Stephen Dixon The Clean-up Man 13/2:78
Larry Goldstein The Kogi Necklace 13/2:49
Denny Hoberman A Line of Light 13/1:67
Erin Jolly The Keepers 13/2:32
W.P. Kinsella Nests 13/3-4:185
Ralph Lombreglia Museum of Love 13/1:84
David Louie Bottles of Beaujolais 13/3-4:102
Jack Matthews The Thunder and the Grass 13/3-4:206
Sena Jeter Naslund Essence for Ms. Venus 13/3-4:8
Joyce Carol Oates The Victim 13/2:15
Pam Riley Closings 13/1:76
Vern Rutsala The Shouting Man 13/3-4:194
Lynne Sharon Schwartz Epistemology, Sex, and the Shedding of Light 13/3-4:85
Frances Webb An Event 13/3-4:92
INTERVIEWS

Henri Coulette by TIR 13/3-4:62
W.S. Merwin by TIR 13/1:30
Ishmael Reed by TIR 13/2:117

REVIEWS

Nina Baym On Leslie Fiedler 13/3-4:221
Marianne Boruch Small Press Review 13/3-4:251
Lynn Emanuel On James Wright 13/3-4:228
Donald Hall Small Press Review 13/1:159
Ben Howard On E.L. Mayo 13/1:140
Brooks Landon On Evan S. Connell, Jr. 13/1:148
Robert Miklitsch On Denis Johnson 13/3-4:246
Josephine Miles Small Press Review 13/1:155
Valerie Trueblood Small Press Review 13/2:132
John Wilson On Robert Creeley 13/3-4:233
David Wojahn On James L. White 13/2:158
Carolyne Wright On Carolyn Forche 13/1:130

POETRY

Charles Baxter Imaginary Painting: Dr. Thomas Garvin and His Wife 13/1:117
Imaginary Painting: Black Canvas 13/1:119
Stephen Berg Hearing Voices 13/1:101
Ron Block Ballade of the Back Road 13/2:111
Hayden Carruth Living Alone 13/2:99
Walter Clark Grief 13/3-4:28
Henri Coulette Petition 13/3-4:131
Night Thoughts 13/3-4:130
John Currie Insomnia 13/3-4:125
Gregory Djanikian Correspondence 13/3-4:34
Edison Dupree Rapid Transit 13/2:73
Irving Feldman Two Poems 13/2:116
Stuart Friebert Steering Clear 13/2:112
Jim Gauer *Lullaby* 13/1:121

________*How is This Done?* 13/2:69

________*A Name for Anna* 13/2:70

Patricia Hampl *The Loon* 13/1:104

________*Leading to Your Hands* 13/1:106

Donald Hall *A Sister By the Pond* 13/3-4:22

________*The Day I Was Older* 13/3-4:20

Michael S. Harper *The Body Polity* 13/3-4:129

Gwen Head *The Prize* 13/2:105

William Heyen *The Census* 13/2:75

Jonathan Holden *The Lotus Eaters* 13/2:77

Fleda Brown Jackson *Maintenance* 13/3-4:33

Laura Jensen *Shorn* 13/2:74

Denis Johnson *In Palo Alto* 13/2:71

Jane Kenyon *The Sandy Hole* 13/3-4:30

________*The Little Boat* 13/3-4:31

Ralph L. Kinsey *Nothing Numinous Else* 13/3-4:128

James Laughlin *Among the Roses* 13/3-4:132

________*Professor F's Story* 13/3-4:133

Patrick Lawler *The Year John Cage Was Born* 13/3-4:38

________*On the Possible Death of Monsieur Smith* 13/3-4:37

________*My Suicide Returns to Me Each Year* 13/3-4:36

Harriet Levin *Thrown Out* 13/3-4:123

Charles Casey Martin *The First Famous Lady He Ever Kissed* 13/3-4:118

________*Kate and John* 13/3-4:121

Frances McConnel *Keeping the Heat Down* 13/2:106

David McKain *Doctrine of the Hands* 13/3-4:29

Wesley McNair *The Longing of the Feet* 13/3-4:26

Sandra McPherson *Helen Todd: My Birthname* 13/1:115

Jane Poston *Logan Square* 13/1:124

David Ray *Heading South Along the Nebraska Border* 13/2:108

________*Throwing Racetrack Cats at Saratoga* 13/2:109

Pattiann Rogers *Reaching the Audience* 13/2:65

Kelly Rowe *Legacy* 13/1:120

Terry Savoie *1951* 13/3-4:124

Jim Simmerman *Soon* 13/1:109

________*Digger* 13/1:111

Louis Simpson *Quiet Desperation* 13/1:127

George Starbuck *Canon Fanin's Apology* 13/2:115

275
Jane Staw *Fishing in the Truckee* 13/2:113
James Tate *The End of an Era* 13/3-4:116
  _______ *The Motorcyclists* 13/3-4:117
Michael Van Walleghen *Hanging on Like Death* 13/3-4:41
  _______ *The Foot* 13/3-4:39
David Wagoner *The Shape* 13/3-4:127